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Your Participation

To open and close your control panel click the orange arrow

Submit questions and comments via the Questions panel. To test out this feature enter the state or country you are joining us from.

Note: Today’s presentation is being recorded and will be provided within 48 hours.
Learning Objectives

1. Discuss one educational theories related to online or virtual student learning
2. Describe at least two ideas that can be implemented in online or virtual teaching
DESIGNING ‘LEARNING’ IN ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS

KNOW YOUR LEARNERS
“PEOPLE’
CHARACTERISTICS
PRIMARY & SECONDARY [AGE, GENDER] INTELLIGENCES [LITERACY]

KNOW YOUR COURSE
PRODUCT
COURSE DESCRIPTION
TITLE PURPOSE FOCUS OUTCOME

KNOW YOUR MEDIA
PROCESS
SYNCH VS. ASYNCH
TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES INTERACTIONS

KNOW YOUR RESOURCES
PHYSICAL
TECHNOLOGIES/PLATFORM
HIGH TECH/NET AVERAGE TECH/NET LOW TECH/NET
"LEARNING TO KNOW"
THE MIND [more MEANING less MEMORY]

TO READ
TO SEE
TO VIEW
TO HEAR
TO EXPERIENCE

PLAN & PREPARE
LEARNING MODULES for INDEPENDENT LEARNING (Heutagogy)

STIMULATE THE SENSES
TELL ME I might FORGET
SHOW ME I might REMEMBER
INVOLVE ME and I UNDERSTAND

HIGHER ORDER THINKING
Consider LEVEL of KNOWLEDGE
Fatima Learning EXPERIENCE

**MODE**
- DIRECTIVE [Independent Course]
- SUPPORTIVE [Complement Course]
- INTERACTIVE [Directive & Supportive]

**INTERACTION**
- Learner-Content
- Learner-Content
- Learner-Instructor
- Learner-Instructor
- Learner-Learner

**VISUAL**
- G Suite
- iWork
- GarageBand

**AUDIO**
- Audacity
- Screen Recording Feature
- iMovie
The Golden Retriever is a medium-large gun dog that retrieves shot waterfowl, such as ducks and upland game birds, during hunting and shooting parties. The name "retriever" refers to the breed's ability to retrieve shot game undamaged due to their soft mouth. Wikipedia

Meet a life-sized golden retriever up close.

View in 3D
"LEARNING TO LIVE TOGETHER"
THE HEART [more TEAMWORK, less HOMEWORK]

VIRTUAL ‘KAMUSTAHAN’
NG MGA
NURSE INFORMATICIST
[Nurse Informaticists’ Online Virtual Kick-off Session]

NURSING INFORMATICS COURSE
(VALENZUELA CITY CAMPUS)

SECTION | DAY | TIME
--- | --- | ---
1, 3, 5, 7 | MON | 1:00 PM - 1:30 PM
2, 4, 6, 8 | MON | 5:00 PM - 5:30 PM
9, 10, 11, 12 | WED | 5:00 PM - 5:30 PM

“ONLINE KICK-OFF SESSIONS”

ESTABLISH ONLINE ‘PRESENCE’
COMMUNICATE, COLLABORATE SYNCHRONOUS and ASYNCHRONOUS

FOSTER TEAMWORK
Develop Groups and Teams Collaborative Spaces

PROVIDE FEEDBACK
Assessment TASKS Assessment TOOLS

"ONLINE BRING ME’"
SYNCHRONOUS

TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES
- Video Conferences
- Structured Brainstorming
- Lecture/Discussion
- Live streaming
- Online meetings
- Check-in with students

SOFTWARES
- Zoom
- Google Hangout
- Google Meet
- Microsoft Teams
- WebEx
- FaceTime

ASYNCHRONOUS

TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES
- Discussion Forum
- Video Responses
- Discussion Boards
- Recorded Presentation
- Collaborative Suites
- Self-Check Quizzes
- Podcast

SOFTWARES
- Flipgrid
- Seesaw
- Padlet
- EdPuzzle
- Khan Academy
- Google Form
- Quizlet, Quizalize, Quizziz
- Kahoot!
“LEARNING TO DO”
THE HANDS [more ACTIONS, less WORDS]

DEVELOP WORKING SPACE

COMMUNICATE, COLLABORATE

INITIATE STUDENTS ACTIVITIES

Focus on Developing Nursing Skills

PROVIDE REWARDS

Badge and Recognition

“GUEST EXPERTS SESSIONS”
Create interactive presentations & meetings, wherever you are

Get real-time input from remote teams and online students with live polls, quizzes, word clouds, Q&As and more

Sign up
No credit card needed
Every student prepared for every class, with Perusall

the only truly social e-reader

✓ Get started (it's free!)
Set up for an entire semester in 15 minutes
Welcome to Perusall! Let's finish setting up your account.

Create or enroll in a course

Courses are for formal courses at the college, university, and K-12 levels, or for continuing education or other training.

Start or join a study group

With Perusall study groups, you can read a book with friends or colleagues you choose. Your group’s conversations are private: members decide who should be in the group. Select a book you have already purchased within Perusall to use it in your study group free of charge; members that haven't yet purchased the book can rent or purchase access at the regular Perusall price.
ONE IS NOT BORN A WOMAN

Simone de Beauvoir

INTRODUCTION

by Jennifer Hansen

Simone (Lucie Ernestine Marie Bertrand) de Beauvoir was born in Paris on January 9, 1908, and died in Paris on April 14, 1986, spending her entire life in the neighborhood of Montparnasse. Beauvoir’s philosophical and feminist contributions are some of the most profound of the twentieth century, and many of the other women in this collection labor in her debt. Beauvoir grew up in a bourgeois family of a devout Catholic mother, Françoise de Beauvoir, and an agnostic father, Georges de Beauvoir, a lawyer and amateur actor who introduced her to literature at an early age. After World War I, the Beauvoir family lost some of its wealth and the young Simone watched her mother toil to maintain their household in what seemed to be tedious and repetitive work. Such perceptions about the role of mothers left her quite delighted to pursue a teaching career once her parents informed her that they would not be able to supply her with a dowry for a good marriage.
“University researchers find Prezi more engaging, persuasive, and effective than PowerPoint.”
“NON-MULTA SED MULTUM”
NOT MANY BUT MUCH
QUALITY OVER QUANTITY
CAPUT  “the MIND”  IDEA
COR  “the HEART”  PASSION
MANUS  “the HAND”  ABILITY
CRISIS IS THE MOTHER OF INNOVATION

[ENGLISH PROVERB]

#InfuseJoy Elements

- AWARENESS
- BALANCE & PURPOSE
- CO-CREATION

Online Learning Environments

= LEARNERS AT CORE
= QUALITY vs. QUANTITY
= PROACTIVE

[Richard Ricciardi, PhD, CRNP, FAANP, FAAN]
33rd PRESIDENT, SIGMA NURSING
FlipGrid for Digital Engagement

• Configured as a board where faculty can pose "topics” and their students can post video responses that appear in a tiled grid display.
  • Free, secure, agnostic, web based
• Utility: discussion board, skills demonstration, history taking, review of systems, history of present illness
• Get started here: https://info.flipgrid.com/
Assessment of the C/V System

May 18, 2020  Flip Code: 094bfc5d  Add Topic Guests

In this grid, students will demonstrate the correct assessment of the cardiovascular system. Videos should be less than 2 minutes long and demonstrate auscultation of heart sounds, including the PMI, lung sounds and other essential assessment components. There a a video example to help guide your process.
Formative Assessment in Flipgrid

**Feedback**

**Basic Feedback**
Provide basic feedback on a Response based on student verbalization and clarity of expressed ideas.

**Custom Feedback**
Build and assign custom feedback rubrics based on the needs and qualifications of your classroom.

**Create New Rubric**
*Define a new feedback rubric which can be applied at the Topic level.*

- **Critical Thinking**
- **Demonstrates correct assessment**
- **Discussion on time**
- **Responses**
- **Technique**

[Add Criteria]
Stop Motion for Kinesthetic Learning

• Full feature movie editor, Stop Motion Studio, to provide reinforcement of physiologic concepts in health-related professions education.

• Two options
  • Adjunct to didactic content delivered by faculty
  • Kinesthetic assessment activity for students

• iPad/iPhone only

• Get started here:
  https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/stop-motion-studio/id441651297
Kits, Color plates & Set up
My First Day of
White Boarding for Online Comprehension

- Whiteboards allow for the presentation of their thinking in a visual way as part of the learning process
- Offers improved learning through increased participation and collaboration among students
- LMS integrated white boards (BB Collaborate, D2L)
- Features include unlimited canvas, collaboration features, ability to attach files, presentation options
- Kahn Academy is the BEST example of how this is used effectively
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Thank you for attending!

- We will send you an email in the next 48 hours that will include a link to the webinar recording and the process for completing the evaluation to obtain your CNE certificate.
- Questions? Email us at: education@sigmanursing.org
- Sign up for future webinars or view previously recorded webinars at: https://www.sigmanursing.org/learn-grow/education/sigma-webinars